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lic regulation. We conclude that although the
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FLEGT scheme seeks to achieve commendable

scheme, human rights, Forest Stewardship Council

objectives, it could do more to address human

FSC , Vietnam

rights related to forestry usage, harvest and timber processing through the combined force of
law and the market on which the scheme builds.1

Abstract
Focusing on potential impact on social sustainability in timber exporting or processing states
outside the EU, this article discusses the EU s
Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade
FLEGT scheme and its regulatory implementation modalities. Drawing on Vietnam as a case
study and the private Forest Stewardship Council
FSC criteria as an example of a broader sustainability scheme, in the analysis we identify concerns of a human rights or labour rights character
that risk becoming institutionalised in an adverse
fashion as a result of the FLEGT s scheme s legality orientation with regard to exporting states as
well as importers who place timber on the EU
market, and the assumption that civil society
involvement in exporting states will suiciently
ensure consideration of such concerns. Next we
consider potential adverse impact on the usage
of broader sustainability schemes, such as FSC,
which address social sustainability as well as
the environment but do not yet deliver legality
veriication required by the EU Timber Regulation from March

. We also discuss possible

contributions that could follow from adding a
Corporate Social Responsibility CSR perspective to the FLEGT approach, given increasing
recognition that CSR may be promoted by pub-
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Introduction

character as well as environmental sustainabil-

The EU s Forest Law Enforcement, Governance

ity. FSC is a private scheme, which in the current

and Trade FLEGT scheme seeks to promote

context serves to exemplify a number of social

sustainable forest management through sup-

sustainability concerns that can be addressed in

porting legality in tropical forestry. The scheme

a broader context of environmental sustainabil-

is implemented through a range of modalities,

ity and forest management. ”ecause FSC mainly

which include treaties with some tropical timber

serves to illustrate the integration of social with

export states as well as intra-EU measures regu-

environmental concerns, we do not analyse FSC

lated through two Regulations. The later of those,

speciically, nor discuss or critique the efective-

the

ness of the FSC scheme.

EU Timber Regulation, with efect from
prohibits the placing on the EU mar-

In terms of the measures by which the FLEGT

ket of illegally harvested timber and products

scheme is implemented, the scheme possesses a

from such timber, and establishes requirements

degree of extraterritorial, transnational or multi-

on the supply chain to exercise due diligence in

level regulation elements Policy objectives re-

that respect. The earlier

FLEGT Regulation

lated to sustainable development are sought to

establishes a green lane to the EU market for

be implemented outside of the EU s territory

timber from states that have signed a Voluntary

through the power of the market trade with the

Partnership “greement , a treaty with the EU un-

EU intended to drive change in timber exporting

der which both the exporting country and the

states, but in practice based on intra-EU and bor-

EU commit to trade only in legal timber. Timber

der measures introduced through conventional

exporting or processing states are able to set their

EU law as well as treaties with exporting states.

own deinitions of legality within some overall

“s such, the objectives particularly address law

policy requirements on economic, environmen-

enforcement and governance issues in develop-

tal and social aspects of forestry management.

ing states, which are typically those in which the

This provides these states with broad discretion

problems and policy objectives targeted by the

to deine what is to be acknowledged as legal

FLEGT scheme are the most acute. While rec-

timber traded as such in the EU, based on their

ognising the close connection between forestry

own political, economic and social priorities, as

and environment, this article investigates some

well as to set the level of requirements according

potential efects in exporting states in relation

to what is locally convenient in the context of re-

to impact on social aspects of sustainable devel-

gional or global competition.

opment, in particular human and labour rights.

March

Emphasising legality and environmental

We also discuss potential impact on the future

sustainability, the FLEGT scheme both comple-

role in the timber sector of broader sustainabil-

ments and competes with non-governmental

ity schemes, which consider human and labour

forestry sustainability schemes, including the

rights. Drawing on examples from Vietnam, we

Forest Stewardship Council FSC , which consid-

discuss the impact of the FLEGT approach on

ers social sustainability issues of a human rights

social aspects in sustainable forestry. The analysis concludes that while the FLEGT scheme ad-

tion Technologies, Roskilde University, Denmark. Corresponding author buhmann@ruc.dk.
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Resource Economics, Faculty of Science, University of
Copenhagen.

dresses commendable objectives in relation to
forestry management and environment, it fails
to consider and address some signiicant human
rights issues in relation to people who live in or
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. Background and problem

of the forest in relation to land usage and working conditions, and that as a result, the legality

The European Union s EU Forest Law Enforce-

requirement may lead to a deterioration of such

ment, Governance and Trade FLEGT scheme

social sustainability concerns.

aims to reduce illegal logging and its adverse im-

Methodologically, this article is based on

pact on society. In addition to forest governance

study of EU documents relating to or implement-

capacity building support in developing coun-

ing the FLEGT “ction Plan, study of documents

tries which export timber or processed timber

relating to the forest and timber processing sec-

products such as furniture and intra-EU pro-

tors in Vietnam, and semi-structured interviews

curement policies, the scheme is implemented

with EU oicials and Vietnamese oicials, tim-

through two Regulations the

ber sector representatives and civil society in

ulation No.

November

and the

and October-November

The article proceeds as follows Section

.
pro-

/

FLEGT Reg-

, hereinafter EU

Timber Regulation No.

hereinafter EU

/

,

and bilateral treaties with

vides the background and frames the research

timber exporting countries. Connecting activi-

problem. Section

provides an overview of the

ties in timber producing countries and the EU

institutional framework of the FLEGT scheme,

market, the FLEGT scheme seeks to support

including the legality deinition requirement and

governments in timber producing countries in

the

and of FSC

ighting illegal timber by promoting access to

. . Section sets the framework for the discus-

the EU market for legal timber through the es-

sion of human rights in relation to sustainable

tablishment of so-called Voluntary Partnership

development through the perspective of later

“greements VP“s , which are in efect treaties

years increased recognition of human rights as

between the EU and a timber exporting country

an element in the duties of both states and busi-

based on a deinition of legal timber developed

ness enterprises with regard to Corporate Social

by the exporting state but approved by the EU

Responsibility CSR , and through the increased

for the purpose of the VP“ in accordance with

recognition of an interrelationship between CSR

the Regulations. Under a VP“, exporting coun-

and the law. Section

introduces Vietnam s for-

tries commit to licensing timber exports as legal,

estry sector as a basis for the inclusion of Viet-

and the EU agrees to accept only licensed timber.

nam as a case study in the subsequent discussion.

“ bilateral treaty between the European Union

Section discusses sustainable development and

and a timber exporting country, a VP“ combined

human rights as FLEGT elements

and im-

with a Timber Legality “ssurance System set up

plications of FLEGT for FSC and human rights

in the exporting country and a FLEGT licence

in sustainable forestry

with the situation in

issued by the exporting country provide easy ac-

Vietnam serving to provide insight into practical

cess to the EU market because timber exported

implications. Section

concludes by summing

under a FLEGT licence is treated as legal. Once

up and critically questioning the potential for a

the licensing system has been established and is

happy marriage between environmental and so-

working, exporters from a country with a VP“

cial sustainability under the FLEGT scheme to

can export FLEGT-licensed timber into the EU

and

Regulations

.

.

.

achieve not only plentiful forests, but also happy
people.
See further details for this and other references in the
reference section at the end of the article
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without their customers being required to make

producing country may enter the EU market. To

further legality checks.

be efective, the licensing scheme was recognised

With efect from March

, the Timber

to require that imports of timber and timber

Regulation requires timber to be placed on the

products be made subject to a system of legality

EU market to be veriied to be legal, and for this

checks and controls. The practical details were

purpose requires action to be undertaken by the

to be organised through VP“s to be concluded

supply chain in order for tropical and other

between the EU and timber exporting countries.

timber and timber products to be traded on the

“ VP“ is a border measure, targeting events be-

EU market. While importers operators may

fore customs release of goods. If goods are ac-

meet the requirement through the exercise of due

companied by a license, they will be released to

diligence EU

, from the perspec-

the EU market. Primarily relating to activities

tive of timber exporting states the prohibition

of importers and the intra-EU supply chain as

of the placing on the EU market of illegally har-

well as monitoring and enforcement within the

vested timber or timber products derived from

EU, the Timber Regulation is not a border mea-

such timber EU

will strengthen

sure. Nevertheless, as will be described below,

the signiicance of the green lane provided by a

the combination of the Timber Regulation, the

VP“ see also EU

and,

FLEGT Regulation and a VP“ has efects outside

therefore, the importance of timber producing

of the EU, speciically in relation to forest law

states deining what constitutes legal timber for

within timber exporting states both states that

the purpose of a VP“. For goods not covered by a

grow timber and those that process timber and

VP“, the general requirements under the Timber

what is to be understood a legal timber in those

Regulation apply.

states.

, art.

, art.

, preambular para.

On a global scale the EU is a large market

Working as a form of multilevel regulation,

for imported timber, including tropical timber

the FLEGT scheme does much to address envi-

and timber products. “round

million m of

ronmental problems and promote law reforms

imported timber and timber products are placed

and implementation in the environmental ield

on the EU market annually Europa

in processing and exporting countries. The Pre-

, WWF

amble of the

. With the long term goal of contributing to

Timber Regulation specii-

launched its

cally notes that forests provide a broad variety

. The FLEGT “ction

of environmental, economic and social beneits

Plan was established to reduce the consumption

including timber and non-timber forest prod-

of illegally harvested timber and contributing to

ucts and environmental services essential for

the wider objective of sustainable forest manage-

humankind, such as maintaining biodiversity

ment in timber-producing countries. Combined

and ecosystem functions and protecting the cli-

with some capacity building to promote forest

mate system. “mong social issues, it notes that

law enforcement and governance in mainly

illegal logging threatens the livelihood of local

tropical timber producing countries, the “ction

forest-dependent communities EU

Plan was to promote the trade in legal timber. For

ambular paras.

this purpose, it envisaged the seting up of a li-

scheme and in particular the

censing scheme as a measure to ensure that only

also an example that marrying environmental

timber products that have been legally sourced

and social sustainability is not easy, especially

in accordance with the national legislation of the

if the perspective is limited to one of those areas

sustainable forestry, the EU in
FLEGT “ction Plan EU
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and

, pre-

. However, the FLEGT
Regulation are
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which in the case of the FLEGT scheme is the
environmental one .

Primarily seen as an environmental issue,
illegal logging and timber processing directly

Illegal logging is the harvesting of timber in

and indirectly causes adverse social impact af-

contravention of the laws and regulations of the

fecting several types of human rights as deined

country of harvest. The practice is recognised to

in international declarations and conventions, in

have signiicant adverse economic, environmen-

particular the Universal Declaration of Human

tal and social impact. It leads to deforestation as

Rights UDHR , the

corollary to a loss of biodiversity, lost revenue

on Social and Economic Rights ICESCR and

and other missed economic beneits. Illegal log-

the International Covenant on Civil and Political

ging is believed to cost timber-producing coun-

Rights ICCPR , International Labour Organisa-

tries

tion ILO Convention No.

-

billion Euros per year in lost revenues

International Covenant

on Indigenous

. This undermines the

Peoples and ILO conventions relating to working

competitiveness of legal forestry and discour-

conditions, including occupational health and

ages or harms eforts to develop long-term sus-

safety. In particular, local communities that live

tainable forestry practices. “ global problem,

in or of the forest are afected in terms of access

illegal logging is particularly prone to occur in

to land and continuation of traditional forestry

states with weak legal and governance systems.

practices. Illegal logging afects cultural practices

Illegal logging is often a result of the prevalence

related to forest or land usage and spurs conlicts

of corruption, not least among forestry oicials

over land and resources. The logging and tim-

Europa

World ”ank

, WWF

, Miller

esp. at

-

with

ber industry in states that sufer from weak legal

references . Tropical timber is a valuable source

frameworks and monitoring may apply indus-

of export income to many poor countries, and a

trial standards or practices that are insuicient

valued product with costumers in Europe, Japan,

to protect workers against occupational health

“ustralia and the US. “mong intergovernmen-

and safety injuries in an industry fraught with

tal initiatives to address the problem, the EU s

such risks.

FLEGT scheme stands apart from development

When adopting the FLEGT “ction Plan in

organisations forest legality and governance

, at the level of policy the Council of the Eu-

initiatives such as the World ”ank s Forest

ropean Union urged the Community and Mem-

Law Enforcement and Governance FLEG pro-

ber States

gramme by adding a trade element hence the
T in FLEGT intended to promote the scheme
through the force of the market. The

Timber

Regulation introduces legality and due diligence
requirements for the EU market that somewhat
resemble measures introduced in later years in
the United States and a few other jurisdictions.

to enter into political dialogue with key target countries to instigate forest sector governance reforms, more speciically to
strengthen land tenure and access rights
especially for marginalised, rural communities and indigenous peoples
strengthen efective participation of all
stakeholders, notably of non-state actors and

“mending a
year old statute
U.S.C. §
in May
the U.S. Congress passed a law banning
commerce in illegally sourced plants and their products,
including timber and wood products, and requiring due
care and documentation. In Swizerland an Ordinance
requires suppliers selling timber or wood products to

Swiss consumers to provide information on the species
of wood and place of harvest. EFI EU FLEGT News, October/November
. Japan and “ustralia have introduced similar measures.
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indigenous peoples, in policy-making and

in a rush to set legality deinitions that comply

implementation

with the

Regulation s requirements on for-

increase transparency in association with

mal land rights, occupational health and safety

forest exploitation operations, including

in the sector which is not addressed by the legal-

through the introduction of independent

ity deinition requirements. For example, indica-

monitoring

tions made to the authors during research for the

reduce corruption in association with the

Vietnam case study suggest that the economic

award of forest exploitations concessions,

interest of a government in fast developing a

and the harvesting and trade in timber

legality deinition in order to enter into a VP“

engage the private sector of the timber pro-

and preserving access to the EU market for the

ducing countries in the eforts to combat il-

country s large small and medium sized timber

legal logging

processing sector may overrule time-consuming

address other issues related to illegal log-

clariications of contested boundaries or formali-

ging as identiied, such as the inancing of

sation of informal usage rights, with the possible

violent conlict Council Conclusions

result that such contested or informal rights are

references in original omited .

simply declared illegal rather than formalised.
“long with this comes the risk of reduced em-

Thus, at the level of policy including bilateral

phasis on social sustainability in forest manage-

dialogue social issues related to sustainable for-

ment and timber processing, which may result

estry are clearly objectives of the FLEGT “ction

from reduced application of other sustainability

Plan. Yet in terms of the legality deinition of

schemes that include social along with environ-

exporting states, which is a corner stone in the

mental issues, such as for the purposes of the cur-

implementation of the FLEGT scheme, social is-

rent article, the case of FSC.

sues are addressed only to a limited extent and

Sustainable forestry does not only require

where mentioned skirt problems such as indig-

environmental sustainability and management,

enous rights and occupational health and safety.

but also social sustainability, not least in terms of

The FLEGT scheme is both innovative and

the human rights of communities and workers.

comprehensive in terms of seeking to regulate

That is a particularly acute need in countries in

practices in states outside the regulator s ju-

which rights of ethnic or other minorities who

risdiction in casu the EU through regulatory

live in forest areas are known to pose problems

measures within the regulator s legislative pow-

in terms of international human rights. Social

ers the VP“s and Regulations . The combina-

concerns are also relevant in states where re-

tion of extra- and intra-EU measures provides

spect and implementation of labour standards,

the scheme and its usage of intra-EU legislative

including occupational health and safety stan-

acts the Regulations with a form of extrater-

dards, are problematic from a human rights

ritorial efect. Yet the relatively narrow focus of

perspective. Without detailed requirements in

the scheme on environmental sustainability and

relation to human rights including labour rights

anti-corruption measures calls for atention to be

and with detailed requirements on legality verii-

paid to its impact on social sustainability. This

cation, FLEGT both complements and competes

goes for instance for impact on the rights of peo-

with private schemes like the Forest Stewardship

ple who live in or of the forest whose customary

Council FSC and the Programme for Endorse-

rights to forest usage may be adversely afected

ment of Forestry Certiication PEFC . FLEGT
58
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complements the soft, non-enforceable schemes

element is not suicient legality proof for the

in seting enforceable legality requirements, but

purposes of the Timber Regulation. Certiica-

competes with the later by being less compre-

tion by FSC, PEFC and other third party veriied

hensive and therefore less demanding in terms

schemes can be used by importers in their risk as-

of social sustainability requirements. The FLEGT

sessment and for risk mitigation purposes. How-

scheme s emphasis on environmental sustain-

ever, certiication is not an evidence of legality

ability difers from the broader sustainability

in accordance with the requirements under the

emphasis profered by private or public-private

Timber Regulation, and such certiication there-

forestry sustainability schemes, such as FSC and

fore does not absolve importers from the Regula-

PEFC, both of which include human rights and

tion s requirement that they collect information

particularly labour rights beyond the limited fo-

and assess risks see also EFI

cus of FLEGT.

European retailers and consumers perspective,

Vietnam, a VP“-candidate aiming to con-

. From the

FSC or PEFC labelling may still be of interest

, ofers insight into

as these labels are visible signals to consumers

both issues and therefore serves as a case study

that timber or timber products are produced or

in this article. FSC has obtained some hold in

sourced in accordance with certain sustainability

Vietnam s forestry and timber processing sectors

criteria. However, from the producer s or proces-

exporting to sustainability conscious customers

sor s perspective in a non-EU, typical tropical,

in the EU and elsewhere. FSC is purely volun-

country competing in a global market as well

tary and private, but serves as a case for placing

as for governments seeking to preserve or gain

FLEGT into perspective because of FSC s empha-

access to the EU market for their timber indus-

sis on social issues that are not addressed directly

try, such labelling may not be very important

by the FLEGT scheme.

compared to a VP“. “s will be elaborated below

clude negotiations in

This is not to say that FSC does not have its

based on the example of FSC, in terms of social

own weaknesses such as limited application

issues related to sustainable timber FSC goes con-

outside temperate regions and questionable ef-

siderably further than the limited requirements

fectiveness with regard to conservation of biodi-

for a VP“. While large-scale producers or pro-

versity or that voluntary sustainability modali-

cessors who have already introduced labelling

ties are preferable to those that work through

may prefer to continue applying these for the

mandatory action. Still, from the human rights

signal value to consumers, small and medium

and social sustainability perspective, FSC does

sized enterprises may prefer to simply comply

ofer a requirement soft but with possibility to be

with the legality requirements established by the

included in contractual obligations in the supply

national regulator for the purpose of the VP“.

chain to consider social issues. ”eyond the FSC

”ecause the global market for timber includes

issues, Vietnam serves as a case to illustrate some

public authorities as well as emerging markets

human rights issues that fail to be considered by

that do not yet have strong policies or law in

the FLEGT scheme and may sufer as a result of

relation to sustainably sourced timber, counting

the rush to set up VP“s and the scheme s limited

on a limited number of private or public consum-

focus on what may constitute legality in forestry.
Certiication of compliance with private-

Information to authors from interviews with timber
industry and forestry sector specialists, Ho Chi Minh
City and Hanoi, Vietnam, , and November
.

ly developed criteria such as FSC or similar
schemes that do not have a legality veriication
59
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ers to demand broad sustainability may not be

supply of legal and sustainably produced tim-

suicient to drive suppliers to apply the more

ber. Within the EU, the “ction Plan seeks, i.a., to

demanding schemes. Therefore, the fact that a

increase public and private consumer demand

FLEGT licence facilitates entry to the EU market

for veriied legally produced timber through

may afect the application of forestry sustainabil-

encouraging public procurement of such timber

ity schemes, such as FSC or PEFC, that have so

and encouraging the private sector in the EU to

far been applied by the industry in order to gain

adopt purchasing policies ensuring that they

access to markets of CSR concerned buyers, or

use only legal timber in their supply chains EU

a number of suppliers may simply turn to less

. “s noted above, with regard to activities

demanding markets. In turn, this may afect the

outside the EU the “ction Plan seeks to promote

consideration of social issues considered by such

the harvest and trading of legal timber through

schemes as part of sustainable forestry or timber

capacity building, law and governance reforms,

supply chain practices.

and the force of the market.

”ased on this complex web of issues, we

“dopted in

the FLEGT Regulation es-

proceed in the subsequent sections to identifying

tablishes a set of rules for the import of certain

and discussing challenges to social sustainability

timber products for the purposes of implement-

that may result from the FLEGT scheme s em-

ing the FLEGT licensing scheme. The Regulation

phasis on legality and its limited requirements

provides border control requirements for EU

in this regard.

member states and sets out details of VP“s with

. The institutional framework
This sub-chapter sets out the key elements and
provisions under the FLEGT scheme and its implementing modalities as well as of FSC for the
purposes of the subsequent discussion. Hence,
the sections do not provide complete overviews
of the legal or political context but deal mainly
with the parts of the FLEGT scheme that relate to
social issues in tropical timber producing or processing states, and to those FSC principles that
relate to social issues.

ments to promote the trade in legal timber
Action Plan and

partner countries. The intention was to make
entering into a VP“ atractive to timber exporting countries as this would allow for easy access
to the EU market. However, by

the

impact of the VP“ option was considered to be
limited as only one state was in the process of
negotiating a VP“ Ghana, which signed a VP“
in

. “s a result, to strengthen the EU s ef-

forts to promote sustainable forestry, in the process of reviewing the results of the

Regula-

tion the European Parliament proposed stronger

. The FLEGT scheme: regulatory instru. .

a view to establishing a licensing scheme with

Regulation

When the FLEGT “ction Plan was launched in
it was described as the European Union s

measures. These were operationalised with the
Timber Regulation to which the subsequent subsection turn.
. . The

Timber Regulation

While the FLEGT “ction Plan and

Regula-

response to the global problem of illegal logging

tion sought to induce forestry governance and

and the international trade in illegally harvested

law reform in timber producing countries by

timber. To prevent imports of illegal timber to

providing easy access to the EU market for tim-

the EU, the “ction Plan sets out measures in-

ber from VP“ states, the

tended to inluence both the demand and the

radically aims to exclude illegal timber from the

Regulation more
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EU market. With efect from

March

the

easy access to the EU market established through

Timber Regulation prohibits the placing of il-

the VP“ and licensing scheme under the FLEGT

legally harvested timber and products derived

Regulation.

from such timber on the EU market.

5

The Regulation requires importers

opera-

. . Voluntary Partnership Agreements VPAs

tors that place timber and timber products on the

“s noted, a VP“ is a bilateral trade agreement

internal market for the irst time

pre-

between the EU and a country that produces or

to exercise due diligence

processes timber. VP“s are voluntary only in the

to ensure legality of timber and timber products

sense that partner countries are under no legal

which they place on the EU market and it sets

obligation to enter into such an agreement with

out detailed requirements for the due diligence

the EU. Once a VP“ has been concluded, it is

process art.

binding as any other international treaty.

amble para.

, art.

EU

. Importers must apply informa-

tion on the timber and on compliance with na-

Under a VP“, partner states and the EU com-

tional legislation in the harvest state to conduct

mit to trading only in wood products that can be

an assessment of risk that the timber is illegal. If

veriied as legal. “ state entering into a VP“ with

the assessment shows that that there is a risk of

the EU undertakes to establish a Legality “ssur-

illegal timber in the supply chain, the importer

ance System to ensure that timber being export-

must seek to mitigate the risk of illegal timber by

ed to the EU is legally produced. The legal source

requiring additional information and veriication

and production of wood are veriied by the part-

from the supplier. Importers may apply due dili-

ner country and subject to independent monitor-

gence systems ofered by so-called monitoring

ing. “ FLEGT license issued by the exporting

organisations . To ensure traceability of timber

state is awarded to timber veriied as legal. Once

and timber products that have entered the EU

the Legality “ssurance System is in place, the EU

market, the Regulation also requires that intra-

will only accept FLEGT licensed timber from that

EU traders keep records of their suppliers and

country. The EU still accepts non-licensed timber

customers art.

and timber products from countries that do not

.
,

have a FLEGT licensing scheme. Such timber and

VP“s have been entered into with ive “frican

timber products must be documented to be legal-

and one “sian state. Six states, including Viet-

ity veriied through other schemes.

“t the time of writing December

nam, are negotiating VP“s. This is a considerable

”y itself, the VP“ does not ensure easy ac-

rise from the single VP“ with Ghana that had

cess to the EU market. ”ut since establishing a

been concluded prior to the adoption of the Tim-

VP“ needs to be in place before the legality as-

ber Regulation. This indicates that seen in isola-

surance system can be established, the legality

tion, the Timber Regulation has the potential to

deinition which is key for the VP“ as well as the

promote sustainable forestry partly driven by the

assurance system becomes a sine qua non for a
state s achieving the green lane .
The process to draft a VP“ is initiated at

The Regulation covers a range of timber products, including solid wood products, looring and unprinted paper. Recycled products and ratan, bamboo and printed
paper products books, magazines and newspapers are
not covered. The product scope covered by the Regulation can be amended as necessary.
5

the request of the exporting country. Obviously,
the EU is not able to regulate maters outside its
jurisdiction. Still, the EU may set conditions for
entering into a VP“. “ VP“ partner country is
supposed by the EU to develop its legality deini-
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tion through a transparent and inclusive process

licensing system and select independent au-

with full stakeholder involvement. “ccording to

ditors. VP“s are implemented through the

the EU Commission s FLEGT website, the devel-

of FLEGT licences, independent monitoring,

opment of the legality deinition should involve

and timber controls at EU borders, thus work-

stakeholders so that there is a wide consensus

ing through steps both in exporting states and

supporting the deined requirements

the EU.

FLEGT

website, The Elements . The consensus building process within the partner country should

. . Legality, VPAs and due diligence

include information dissemination, opportuni-

”efore entering into a VP“ the EU Commission

ties for stakeholders to organise and create a

will consider whether the legality deinition ac-

structure for discussion and a debate to take

cords with the overall policy requirement on

place within the partner country on the specii-

economic, environmental and social aspects

cation of legality, the tracking system, and other

of forestry management. The EU may suggest

elements required under a VP“ FLEGT website,

changes, but in terms of the law the substantive

The Process . In other words, the legality dei-

elements of the legality deinition is fully within

nition process is assumed to build on participa-

the sovereign decision making power of the part-

tory processes which by themselves presuppose

ner state. This leaves it up to each state to con-

a vibrant civil society and culture of debate. This

sider whether and to what extent to include or

is associated with the sort of rule formation that

if necessary, develop national law that relates

the EU from a political perspective would like to

to social, economic or cultural rights of people

see lourish but which also encounters obstacles

living in or of the forest, occupational health

in states which do not enjoy such a culture of de-

and safety procedures and other working condi-

bate, let alone legal guarantees or broad usage by

tions related to the forest industry, or other social

citizens of the freedom of association or expres-

or human rights issues of particular relevance

sion in order to state and seek to protect interests

to forest communities and the forest industry.

of particular groups, such as forest dependent

Likewise, this provides timber exporting states

communities.

with considerable discretion to deine what is

”ilateral negotiations between the EU and

to be acknowledged as legal timber in the EU,

the partner country to conclude a VP“ are not

based on their own political, economic and social

initiated until the consensus building process

priorities, as well as according to what is locally

has been inalised with a legality deinition. Thus,

convenient for example to ensure competitive

to a potential partner state interested or even ea-

production prices in the context of regional or

ger to have a VP“ to be able to develop a FLEGT

global competition.

licensing system to make use of the green lane

For the purpose of due diligence to be ex-

to the EU market, the legality deinition process

ercised in the absence of a FLEGT licence, legal-

may be seen as a cumbersome requirement and

ity is to be assessed on the basis of national law,

a process to be completed as soon as possible.

including implementation within the partner

When the VP“ is signed and ratiied by

state s national legal system of relevant inter-

the partner country and the EU, a tracking sys-

national conventions which that state has rati-

tem must be developed or existing systems re-

ied or acceded to EU

vised in order to live up to the requirements

Not all substantive areas of law are to be consid-

of the VP“. The partner state must establish a

ered for this purpose, however only legislation

preambular para.

.
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relating to harvest rights, payment and duties,

In relation to the legality deinition, VP“s

environmental, management and biodiversity

are negotiated in a grey zone between politics

conservation issues related to harvesting, third

and law, with EU politics potentially having an

parties legal usage and tenure rights, and trade

impact on the law in terms of the coverage of

and customs EU

the partner state legality deinition but with no

, art.

h . The Commis-

sion Implementing Regulation No.

/

, EU

certainty that this will occur. On the policy side,

speciies technical requirements for the due

the EU has indicated a very general set of overall

diligence but does not elaborate the substantive

requirements that the legal framework should

issues to be considered.

relate to economic, environmental and social as-

For trade of timber and timber products

pects of forest management and timber process-

within the EU, legality is based on the deinition

ing FLEGT website, The Elements . On the

set by each timber exporting state EU

, art.

law side, timber producing or processing states

. “ccord-

are free to set their own deinitions of what is to

ing to the Timber Regulation, which requires

be considered legal timber , thus what national

due diligence of importers, legally harvested

legislation should be complied with. The Tim-

means harvested in accordance with the appli-

ber Regulation notes that In the absence of an

cable legislation in the country of harvest art.

internationally agreed deinition, the legislation

EU

preamble para.

, art.

f . It further provides that

of the country where the timber was harvested,

applicable legislation means the legislation
in force in the country of harvest covering
the following maters
rights to harvest timber within legally gazeted boundaries,
payments for harvest rights and timber including duties related to timber harvesting,
timber harvesting, including environmental and forest legislation including forest
management and biodiversity conservation,
where directly related to timber harvesting,
third parties legal rights concerning use
and tenure that are afected by timber harvesting, and
trade and customs, in so far as the forest
sector is concerned. art.

h .

including regulations as well as the implementation in that country of relevant international conventions to which that country is party, should
be the basis for deining what constitutes illegal
logging

preamble, para.

.

No explicit provision is made in the operative part of the Timber Regulation on the signiicance of relevant international conventions ,
nor does the Regulation indicate what is relevant for the purposes of identifying treaties to
be considered. “rguably, this may leave issues
covered by international treaties on social, environmental or economic issues which are related to forest management but not efectively
implemented within the partner state outside the
legality deinition. From a human rights perspective, particularly points related to the rights of

The Timber Regulation provisions on what is-

people living in and of the forest, and working

sues must be considered by the legality due dili-

conditions related to harvest and processing are

gence by importers functions as a sort of catch

of interest in this context. Tenure rights address

clause for timber or timber products imported

only some rights related to the former, as accord-

from a state that does not yet ofer a FLEGT li-

ing to the Timber Regulation recognised tenure

cence based on a VP“ and functioning Timber

and use rights must be based on formal recogni-

Legality “ssurance System.

tion. Therefore, usage rights based on informal
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or customary law may risk being disregarded,

term seriously afect living conditions and hu-

as may disputed or overlapping usage claims.

man rights to food, shelter, land or customary

Those, however, are often of particular signii-

non-formalised usage or tenure rights.

cance to minorities or other vulnerable groups
who depend on the forest for their living.
“s discussed below based on the Vietnam

. . FLEGT licences and partner state timber legality assurance systems

case study, the drive by governments to set up a

“ FLEGT licence is deined as a shipment-based

VP“ and therefore to live up to the requirements

or market participant-based document of a stan-

of legally recognised land or usage rights may

dard format which is to be forgery-resistant,

result in customary usage rights being rejected

tamper-proof, and veriiable, and which refers

in favour of allocation of land to other groups.

to a shipment as being in compliance with the

Protection of working conditions including occu-

requirements of the FLEGT licensing scheme,

pational health and safety may be limited. These

duly issued and validated by a partner country s

types of labour rights salaries, overtime pay-

licensing authority EU

, art.

.

ment, investing in occupational health and safety

Issuance of FLEGT licences is connected to

equipment are costly from a purely economic

the Legality “ssurance System in the VP“ part-

perspective. “s a result of competition among

ner country. The objective is that timber is li-

timber exporting and processing states, the bar

censed as veriied to have been legally produced,

may be set low in this context rather than high.

that is, having been produced from domestic

“nd while the FLEGT scheme as such seeks to

timber that was legally harvested or timber that

promote sustainable forest management, neither

was legally imported into a partner country in

the general policy requirement for the national

accordance with national laws determined by

legality deinition, nor the Timber Regulation s

that partner country as set out in the VP“ EU

legality deinition for the purposes of due dili-

, art.

. The system is required in order

gence requires forest management practices that

to verify that laws included in the legality dei-

prevent looding and/or drought. “s a result,

nition have been complied with, and that sup-

a legality deinition developed for the purpose

ply chain controls are implemented. Veriication

of a VP“ in order to obtain the green lane into

may be exercised by the government, the private

the EU market may in efect promote forest us-

sector or NGOs. It must contain a speciic legality

age that depletes forests, institutionalise forestry

veriication element. Once the system is in place,

or processing practices that are the most harm-

imports into the EU of timber products exported

ful to those individuals or groups most in need

from partner countries are only allowed if the

of protection by legalising them, or not ensure

shipment is covered by a FLEGT licence EU

the planting and harvest of trees in a sustained

, art.

.

manner that will protect the social livelihood

“ FLEGT licence does not come with a label

conditions of people living around the forest.

or other device that consumers may identify as a

“nd timber imported into the EU according to

token of legality in accordance with the FLEGT

the Timber Regulation s due diligence require-

Regulation. Thus, in contrast to schemes like FSC

ment may be legal according to the law of the

and PEFC which apply a label to indicate to buy-

exporting state but without assurance that the

ers and consumers that a product has been certi-

production or processing method ensures envi-

ied, FLEGT licensed timber will not be visibly

ronmental sustainability that may in the longer

legal to the consumer. The diference may be put
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down to diferent working modalities and receiv-

term social and economic well-being of forest

ers of visible signals FLEGT working through

workers and local communities and respect of

the market at the level of buyers importers, sup-

worker s rights in compliance with ILO conven-

ply chain sellers rather than consumers .

tions. Principles

focus on environmental

sustainable forest usage. These require equitable
. FSC

use and sharing of beneits derived from the for-

FSC is a private certiication and labelling scheme

est reduction of environmental impact of log-

developed by NGOs and the forest industry to

ging activities and maintenance of the ecological

ensure that forest products used originate from

functions and integrity of the forest appropriate

responsibly harvested and veriied sources. “

and continuously updated management plan ap-

voluntary scheme, FSC ofers companies a set of

propriate monitoring and assessment activities

environmental and social sustainability criteria

to assess the condition of the forest, management

to follow in order to act in a socially responsible

activities and their social and environmental im-

way. FSC certiied forest products may carry the

pacts maintenance of High Conservation Value

FSC label.

Forests deined as environmental and social val-

FSC was established in

by NGOs and

ues that are considered to be of outstanding sig-

forestry sector actors in response to disillusion-

niicance or critical importance. Finally, principle

ment with what they saw as incapacity of inter-

requires plantations to contribute to reduce

governmental processes the UN and its mem-

the pressures on and promote the restoration and

ber states to deliver comprehensive regulation

conservation of natural forests FSC homepage,

of sustainable forestry at the

FSC Principles and Criteria .

Rio Summit

on Sustainable Development. In terms of organ-

For the purposes of the current article, princi-

isation, FSC is a multi-stakeholder organisation

ples

which provides certiication on the basis of

sis on social issues with human rights relevance.

Principles and

Criteria under Principle

criteria developed by FSC and

are the most relevant due to their emphaspecify, inter alia, that

promotes the application of the principles. FSC

forest management shall respect all national and

ofers three types of certiication Forest manage-

local laws and administrative requirements and

ment, chain of custody, and FSC controlled wood

that in signatory states the provisions of all bind-

FSC homepage, FSC certiication , based on

ing international agreements shall be respected.

assessment of respect for the principles and cri-

”esides CITES also noted in the FLEGT context

teria. FSC certiicates are issued by external con-

and conventions relating to environment and

sultants for a fee.

biodiversity, this criterion speciically notes ILO

Seting out detailed requirements, the ten

Conventions, thus connecting to labour condi-

FSC principles provide detailed guidance for

tions as well as concerns related to indigenous

sustainable forestry that considers both environ-

peoples under Convention

mental and social issues. Principles

focus on

these conventions apply. Criteria under Principle

legality and social issues. They require compli-

note, amongst others, that local communities

ance with all applicable laws and international

with legal or customary tenure or use rights

treaties demonstrated and uncontested, clearly

shall maintain control to the extent necessary to

deined, long term land tenure and use rights

protect their rights or resources, over forest op-

recognition and respect of indigenous peoples

erations unless they delegate control with free

rights maintenance or enhancement of long-

and informed consent to other agencies. Criteria
65
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shall control forest management on their lands

. Sustainable development, Corporate
Social Responsibility, and the law

and territories unless they delegate control with

The commonly accepted deinition of sustain-

free and informed consent to other agencies, that

able development refers to meeting the needs of

forest management shall not threaten or dimin-

present generations while enabling future gen-

ish, either directly or indirectly, the resources

erations to meet their own needs UN

or tenure rights of indigenous peoples, and that

human rights aspect of sustainable development

sites of special cultural, ecological, economic or

and the conduct of the private sector, including

religious signiicance to indigenous peoples shall

through the notion of Corporate Social Respon-

be clearly identiied in cooperation with such

sibility CSR has become strengthened with glo-

peoples, and recognized and protected by forest

balisation and the spread of transnational busi-

managers. It further notes that indigenous peo-

ness Welford

under Principle

state that indigenous peoples

ples shall be compensated for the application of

. The

, Whelan, Moon and Orlizky

.

their traditional knowledge regarding the use of

While successful eforts at the international

forest species or management systems in forest

and intergovernmental level to regulate the con-

operations. This compensation shall be formally

duct of the private sector with regard to adverse

agreed upon with their free and informed con-

impact on society have been rather limited un-

sent before forest operations commence. Criteria

til recently, for a longer period of time private

under Principle note, amongst others, that for-

initiatives have emerged and lourished based

est management should meet or exceed all ap-

on social expectations on CSR. The FSC is an ex-

plicable laws and/or regulations covering health

ample of this. In the absence of public regulation

and safety of employees and their families, and

across national or regional boundaries, private

that the rights of workers to organize and vol-

initiatives like the FSC were developed to ofer

untarily negotiate with their employers shall be

options for the forest and timber industry and

guaranteed as outlined in ILO s Conventions

consumers to work along a set of normative

and

guidelines that connect to international law stan-

on these maters.
Thus, the application of FSC principles and

dards such as ILO standards , which due to the

criteria by timber producing or processing com-

state-centred structure of international law only

panies aims to ensure that not only environmen-

bind states directly. CSR, by contrast, has been

tal sustainability is considered, but also that a

seen to be voluntary and as a result has tended to

range of social issues which are both core to the

be seen also as an area outside of governmental

problems often facing the sector such as cus-

and intergovernmental regulation. This idea of

tomary use rights and occupational health and

CSR as only voluntary, however, is giving way

safety and supported by international law stan-

to a more integrated approach that combines

dards on human rights or human rights related

public and private regulatory modalities ”uh-

international labour rights ILO conventions are

mann

taken into account.

and early

, ”uhmann

a . While the

s

s were marked by an emergence

of private CSR codes, process standards and reporting initiatives, later years have witnessed an
emergence of regulation of CSR by intergovernmental organisations as well as nation states, as
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well as the promotion of CSR by combinations

human rights law includes an obligation to pro-

of enforceable public law and incentives as well

tect individuals against human rights violations

as social expectations and private schemes. Sev-

caused by other non-state actors, such as compa-

eral of these have emerged in eforts to remedy

nies, as well as by state-owned companies SRSG

governance gaps that otherwise enable trans-

.

national business activities to harm sustainable

Labour rights as elaborated in ILO core con-

environmental or human development Lister

ventions as well as other working condition re-

, Cashore and Stone

, ”uhmann

a.

lated labour rights such as occupational health

The idea of CSR as voluntary in the sense of

and safety are of particular relevance to many

action above what is required by law is giving

companies and communities. Rights considered

way to recognition that CSR is increasingly sub-

core labour rights under international labour

jected to governmental regulation, and that this

law freedom of association and negotiation,

impacts organisations internalisation of social

non-discrimination, elimination of child labour

expectations Mares

, Horrigan

, Maten

and forced labour and other labour rights relat-

, Zerk

. Thus,

ed to basic working conditions such as occupa-

CSR is no longer simply a mater of vague social

tional health and safety, working hours and pay-

expectations related to sustainability and vol-

ment are regulated not only by ILO conventions

untary private sector action, but ofers potential

but also under international human rights law

& Moon

, Mc”arnet

for combining public and enforceable law with
softer public regulatory measures and social ex-

in particular article

enant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights .

pectations of the market to address global sustainability concerns beyond the limits of national
jurisdictions. This has come out clearly with re-

of the International Cov-

The EU in a

Communication s deini-

tion of CSR emphasised the voluntary aspect
EU

. The

Communication deined

cent years clariication of CSR in relation to busi-

CSR as behaviour by businesses over and above

ness and human rights.

legal requirements, voluntarily adopted because

With developments under the United Nations UN since

, human rights respon-

businesses deem it to be in their long-term interest

EU

. However, under the inluence

sibilities of business enterprises have become

of the SRSG s recommendations, a new deini-

substantively unfolded, particularly with a basis

tion presented in a

in international law. Under a mandate estab-

omits reference to whether CSR is voluntary

lished by the UN Secretary General, as Special

or mandatory . Stating simply that CSR is the

Representative on ”usiness and Human Rights

responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on

SRSG Professor John Ruggie noted that compa-

society , it is qualiied by noting that respect for

nies may afect all human rights civil, cultural,

applicable legislation is a prerequisite for meet-

economic, political and social , and that atention

ing that responsibility , and that to fully meet

should be paid by companies as well as inter-

their corporate social responsibility enterprises

governmental organisations to company respect

should have processes in place to integrate so-

of ILO core conventions SRSG

.

cial, environmental, ethical, human rights and

Under the Protect, Respect, Remedy framework ac-

consumer concerns into their business opera-

cepted by the UN Human Rights Council in

tions to identify, prevent and mitigate possible

, SRSG

,

EU Communication

SRSG John Ruggie reminded the global society

adverse impact EU

, section . . Referring

that states duty to protect under international

to recommendations by SRSG John Ruggie, it
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even announces a smart mix strategy of vol-

to the inclusion of these schemes in the formu-

untary policy measures and complementary

lation of the FSC principles or other private or

hard public regulation to promote CSR EU

public-private CSR schemes, it is surprising that

, section . . The EU s approach to CSR,

the FLEGT scheme makes only limited direct ref-

which remains even with the
tion, cf EU

Communica-

erence to social issues.
The disconnect with compliance that has

section . . at least at the level

of formality deined as a ”usiness-Driven, Vol-

marked the EU s approach to CSR until the

untary and Process-Oriented Policy , has been

Communication may be a reason why the EU s

questioned for being too litle integrated with

FLEGT “ction Plan and the Regulations do not

EU legislative initiatives or development policies

refer to CSR, although much of what the “ction

Wouters & Hachez

.

Plan and Regulations aim to induce in terms of

“lthough at the level of policy both the Eu-

conduct in the forestry sector in timber export-

ropean Parliament and the Commission have

ing countries has many parallels to CSR expecta-

referred extensively to human rights and inter-

tions. The disconnect, however, may also be an

national human rights standards as what could

explanation for the Commission s limited focus

constitute a normative part of a European CSR

on social sustainability issues and therefore its

concept, the approach adopted by the Commis-

failure to consider sustainable forestry in the

sion has not been very efective in bringing out

comprehensive fashion that schemes like FSC do.

the human rights potential in resulting norma-

In view of the EU s engagement with the SRSG

tive guidance, nor so far in connecting the po-

process it is, however, striking that the

tential between authorities obligations, business

ulation does not take account of the normative

compliance with law and private sector action,

guidance on business responsibilities for human

nor speciically with business compliance with

rights that was developed by SRSG John Ruggie,

requirements related to non-EU host states in-

including the

ternational obligations, such as international la-

Framework that clariies both the state duty to

bour or human rights conventions that may not

protect individuals and groups against human

be suiciently implemented or enforced in host

rights violations caused by business enterprises

states ”uhmann

Protect, Respect, Remedy UN

whether private or state enterprises and the cor-

b.

Preceding the EU s

Reg-

deinition of CSR,

porate responsibility to respect, which encom-

the FLEGT scheme and Regulations simply do

passes not only the duty to comply with national

not make reference to CSR. Developed under the

law but also sets out international human rights

EU Commission s Directorate General DG for

and labour law as a normative source of social

Environment, it is not surprising that the FLEGT

expectations of business enterprises SRSG

.

scheme and Regulations should emphasise en-

“dmitedly, achieving social sustainability

vironmental issues. Yet in view of general EU

in forestry in terms of, for example, raising work-

policies related to sustainable development as

ing conditions or social conditions, which are

well as speciic policy and legal measures such

closely related to the life of individuals living in

as the GSP+ scheme, it is noteworthy that social

or of the forest, is complex, often politically sen-

sustainability issues are mainly considered indi-

sitive, and at least in the short term may be seen

rectly and in a limited fashion. “lso in view of

as costly without generating production savings

the prevalence of social sustainability concerns

or income. Raising working conditions often lead

in relation to forestry, such as those that gave rise

to more expensive production processes. Human
68
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rights are politically sensitive in some timber

industry come from Laos, Cambodia, ”urma,

exporting states. For this reason, states may be

Malaysia, Indonesia and Congo, where report-

less willing to introduce or amend legislation to

edly some of the timber supply originates from

protect the relevant rights. Legality is not by de-

unknown or possibly illegal sources ProForest

fault the same as sustainability

environmental

. “ccording to a World ”ank report, weak

or social. Yet, recent years recognition of law as a

forest governance in neighbouring countries

lever for CSR and emphasis on the role that inter-

coupled with a strong market demand from Viet-

national law plays as source of CSR normativity,

nam s wood-processing industry for cheap prod-

particularly in the ield of human rights, under-

ucts motivates illegal trade, and corruption of

score that linking CSR with law may be fruitful,

customs and other government oicials permit

and that sustainable development requires broad

illegal timber trade to persist World ”ank

based sustainability that connects environmental
and social aspects ”uhmann
SRSG

, SRSG

.

“ socialist country, Vietnam does not have

,

private ownership of forest land. The land be-

.

longs to the state which manages it on behalf of
the people Land Law

“n example of an experimentalist regime

art.

. Land manage-

that interacts with public law in timber produc-

ment and forest usage is governed through cer-

ing states and to some extent with private certi-

tiicates which are issued to land users, of which

ication schemes, the EU s FLEGT scheme may

the two main groups are comprised of local com-

potentially ofer a lexible and adaptive transna-

munities or households, and so-called state forest

tional governance scheme Overdevest and Zeit-

enterprises. “ third group comprises individuals

lin

. However, as it also both complements

or groups who live in or around the forest and

and competes with private forest sustainability

use it based on customary usage rights. The ma-

schemes, the omission of reference to several

jority of the later are so-called ethnic minorities,

social sustainability concerns that are also for-

many of whom live in the mountainous forest ar-

estry-relevant human rights becomes signiicant.

eas of Vietnam. Some of these claim to be indig-

“s discussed in section , the disconnect from a

enous groups, having setled in Vietnam before

comprehensive approach to sustainability leads

the dominant Kinh people Nguyen Khac Vien
Government of Vietnam

to potentially undermining broader sustainabil-

Wikipedia

entry Demographics of Vietnam .

ity schemes that also address such concerns, and
risks contributing to institutionalisation of forest-

Vietnam s forestry sector is characterised by

ry sector practices that contravene human rights.

a combination of actors, including the national
government, state forest enterprises, para-statal

. Vietnam’s forestry and timber processing sectors

logging companies, provincial forest policy managers, and resident villagers around protected

Vietnam is the world s fourth largest exporter

forests, many of which are ethnic minorities

of wood products. The EU is a large market

McElwee

. These are complemented by a

for Vietnam s considerable export of processed

number of private companies, and at the pro-

timber products, especially furniture. Oicially,

duction level by community forestry and small

only around

per cent of the wood employed

scale forest users under the management of local

for exported products is harvested in Vietnam

government People s Commitees and People s

ProForest

, McElwee

. Large quanti-

Councils at village, town and provincial level.

ties of timber for Vietnam s timber processing

Sustainable forest management is decisive
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to the livelihood of many local people, includ-

forest, living in houses built from forest timber,

ing indigenous people ethnic minorities . The

using timber for cooking and heating fuel, etc.

Government of Vietnam has introduced policies

Central level induced forest management plans

and legislation aiming at community forestry

introduced in later years have limited the le-

as a strategy to promote pro-poor and sustain-

gal possibilities of small-scale farmers and eth-

able forest governance F“O

,

nic groups living in forest areas to gain access

. The government oicially

to wood for such subsistence fundamentals as

ethnic minority groups each with

maintenance of houses and irewood for heating

Sikor & Nguyen
recognises

, Nguyen

their own language, lifestyle, and cultural heri-

and cooking.

tage. Most, if not all of these groups are poor and

Vietnam s oicial forestry policy aims to

forest dependent and live in the mountainous ar-

increase overall forest cover and protect natu-

eas of the country Government of Vietnam

.

ral forest, improve forest-based livelihoods and

Sustainable access to forest and forest products is

employment opportunities, and promote ten-

decisive to these groups of people Sunderlin &

ure reform and land reform of forest lands. The

”a

Constitution and several statutes, including the

. In a comprehensive poverty reduction

strategy adopted in

, the Government linked

Land Law, the Forest Protection Law, the Law on

reforestation and community based forest pro-

Environmental Protection and the Penal Law al-

tection with rural development Government of

ready set out certain rights and duties related to

Vietnam

. More recently, the link between

forestry management, access, usage, ownership,

forest and poverty reduction has also been rec-

protection and enforcement. There are, however,

ognised by the Government in its strategies with

both gaps and overlaps between some of this leg-

regard to land and forest allocation Government

islation. For example, according to information

of Vietnam

provided to the authors during research in Viet-

In the mid-

.
s, North Vietnam nation-

nam, some case studies undertaken by civil soci-

alised all natural forests. The process was ex-

ety organisations involved in Vietnam s legality

tended to the South in

after the reuniica-

deinition process suggest that inconsistencies

tion of Vietnam. National forests were turned

between land and forestry law may mean that

over to state forest enterprises to log. “ny locally

land that which is not actively used for a limited

used forest was considered to be national prop-

period of years may be reallocated by the gov-

erty. Still, local communities often continued to

ernment, for example to state forest enterprises

manage forests according to their traditions and

or other users. This, however, may conlict both

customs. “ccess and tenure decreased for the

with practices of ethnic minorities who custom-

communities in particular in the northwest for-

arily leave forest land to re-grow for a longer pe-

ests of the country, where many non-Vietnam-

riod, and with the Forest Law that allows for al-

ese minorities groups live. The borders of land

location of forest land for protected forest, with

rights and exploitation areas between villagers

the land entrusted to local people for protection

and state forest enterprises remain contested in
many rural areas McElwee

. Much of the

and therefore, non-use .
Having decided in

to enter the VP“

timber that goes into the country s timber pro-

process, Vietnam quickly moved towards the

cessing industry is grown in areas traditionally

process of formal negotiations, originally aiming

inhabited by ethnic groups . Some of these have

to inalise these in

long-standing customs related to living of the

time of writing more likely to not inalise negoti-

Nguyen

but at the
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ations until some time into

. Studies to iden-

cially sustainable. However, if the bar is set low

tify challenges and opportunities for Vietnam s

of what is required for forestry related practices

conclusion of a VP“ with the EU have indicated

to be legal, legality by itself is no guarantee of

that within the Government of Vietnam and

sustainability.

among forestry actors, there is concern about the

The EU reserves its right to ratify the VP“

potential negative impact on trade which may

if the legality deinition or the stakeholder pro-

result from the application of the Timber Regu-

cess towards development of the deinition is not

lation, especially for small-scale producers Pro-

considered to be acceptable. Yet apart from the

Forest

. There is concern that small compa-

general points on social issues, noted in section

nies will encounter problems in seting up proce-

, which are deined as points of policy, litle is

dures to ensure the legality of timber supply and

formally required of VP“s with regard to social

that they may incur increased costs from this or

sustainability. Obviously, much of this is related

simply be pushed out of business. It is feared that

to the fact that the EU neither cannot nor should

timber product exports may decrease, and that

directly regulate what is legal or not within other

there will be negative impact on trade and con-

states. Yet, the issue that emerges based on the

sequently on the national economy if companies

discussion above is whether in addition to the

are unable to provide documentation to prove

deinition of some requirements for environmen-

legality ProForest

. This may impact the

tally sound practices and anti-corruption mea-

economy of individual forest farmers, especially

sures, the legality deinition process may cause

at community level. Limited reference to work-

less fortunate results through institutionalising

ing conditions in recent draft legality deinitions

practices as legal even if these do not conform

Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam

a, Socialist

b also suggests that

the legality deinition process is not currently

with sustainability concerns of a social rather
than environmental nature.
The

Timber Regulation sets out require-

taken as an option to signiicantly strengthen the

ments for the due diligence process for timber

conditions of employees in the timber process-

that does not have a FLEGT licence, and referring

ing industry, such as in relation to occupational

mainly to harvest rights and processes in terms

health and safety and other working conditions

of payment and environmental concerns is also

that are important from the perspective of social

limited with regard to social issues. Having an-

sustainability.

other objective, the

. Discussion
. Sustainable development and human

FLEGT Regulation does

not specify substantive legality requirements.
The Regulations or the Commission s FLEGT
guidance do not specify particular substantive el-

rights as FLEGT elements

ements to be encompassed by the legality deini-

The Timber Regulation was drafted and is oi-

tion. Guidance provided by the EU Commission

cially promoted as a measure to promote sustain-

notes that the set of legal requirements should

able forest management. Yet the Timber Regula-

include laws responding to economic, environ-

tion focuses on legality, not whether timber or

mental and social aspects of forest management

timber products are sustainably produced. The

and timber processing

assumption appears to be that legality equates

Elements

sustainability. Law and legality can certainly

include granting of or compliance with rights to

promote forestry that is environmentally and so-

harvest of timber within legally gazeted bound-

FLEGT website, The

and that deinitions of legality may
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aries, compliance with requirements concerning

mainly addressed through the general references

taxes, import or export duties, and with require-

to timber harvest rights, payments, forest man-

ments for trade and export procedures EU, no

agement and third parties legal rights in the legal-

year . The guidance does refer to compliance

ity understanding. These provisions do address

with requirements regarding forest manage-

some of the human rights concerns of groups

ment, including compliance with relevant envi-

living of the forest and some other groups who

ronmental, labour and community welfare legis-

depend on the forest for housing, fuel or other

lation . Yet it does not specify what legislation is

sustenance needs. In addition, human rights may

relevant , nor stipulate that particular type of

be indirectly addressed as aspects of good gov-

legislation must be in place. Like the Regulation

ernance, through emphasis on stakeholder par-

the guidance does refer to respect for tenure or

ticipation in the development of VP“s. Recom-

use rights to land and resources that may be af-

mendations have been made by some scholars

fected by timber harvest, with the addition, how-

to include administrative and judicial means to

ever, that this is where such rights exist .

ensure rights of access and beneit to the forest

In relation to harvest rights, the Timber Reg-

for forest-dependent communities Wiersum &

ulation presumes that these are already legal

van Oijin

. Yet more speciic human rights

or within legally gazeted boundaries . Land

issues, such as working conditions are not noted

or harvest rights are often based on tradition

despite the fact that these are closely related to

and in many developing countries remain non-

many forestry related activities that also lead to

gazeted. Indigenous peoples access to land and

environmental sustainability concerns.6

forest is often based on customary rights. Cadas-

It appears that from the perspective of the

tral registration may be non-existent or faulty.

EU, the main human rights element which the

Due to the value related to the forest as a natural

FLEGT scheme is seen to contribute towards is

resource, governments may be hesitant to intro-

related to public participation in public gover-

duce or register legal rights for forest dependent

nance in casu in the process of developing the

people as this would limit access by others to in-

legality deinition . Indeed, the right to access

dustrial exploitation of the forest Un & So

to participation in the conduct of public afairs

.

Even when land tenure rules do exist it is not

such as public policy making and law-making

uncommon that overlapping administrative bor-

is a human right recognised by art.

ders between local government areas complicate

International Covenant on Civil and Political

these rights Nathan & ”oon, forthcoming . “s

Rights as well as by the Declaration adopted at

examples noted in section

the

indicate, in devel-

of the

World Summit on Human Rights in Vi-

oping countries such as Vietnam tenure and use

enna. In the FLEGT context, however, the main

rights may be claimed but indeed not formally

outcome of public participation in development

recognised, or they may be disputed. “s the Viet-

of the legality deinition is considered from the

nam case also demonstrates, legal formalisation

good governance perspective rather than from

may cause less privileged groups, including but

the human rights perspective. The VP“ negotia-

not limited to minorities, to loose customary land

tion process is assumed by the EU Commission

use rights or even rights associated with usage of
protected forest.
In terms of sustainability concerns under
the Timber Regulation, human rights issues are

For example, the World ”ank s operational guidelines
consider the rights of indigenous people after the World
”ank were criticised in the
s for neglecting the human dimension of development and sustainability.
6
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to have a positive impact on forest law enforce-

sion recognises that consensus building may be

ment and governance in the partner country. “s-

easier accomplished in some countries than in

sumed positive impacts include the promotion

others and that Vietnam falls into the more dif-

and institutionalisation of improved governance

icult category. “s a result, leading up to Viet-

within the forest sector beter enforcement of

nam s national VP“ development process that

existing forest, environmental and trade related

took of from late

laws reduction in corruption and measures to

visit to Indonesia for Vietnamese organisations

that efect adequate recognition of the rights of

to enable them to observe what was considered

forest dependent communities and indigenous

by the Commission to be a fairly inclusive VP“

peoples development and application of efec-

consensus building process. In the Vietnamese

tive monitoring systems and greater transpar-

context of limited independent civil society, as

ency and accountability, including a national

elaborated below tension between the govern-

level mechanism for consultation on forest gov-

ment and forest dwelling minorities poses a risk

ernance ProForest

that the particular concerns of such groups are

. In principle, the pro-

cess provides an option for bringing forth and

, the EU sponsored a ield

muted.

formalising contested rights such as boundaries

The EU s main concern in terms of the VP“

or usage rights . However, formalisation is often

process in Vietnam appears to be stakeholder

to the advantage of those who are already more

engagement and transparency of the process.

privileged in terms of knowledge, funds and/

The assumption appears to be that civil society

or access to decision-makers Lund

stakeholders will bring up issues to be addressed

. This

may especially be the case where the process is

Vietnam Forestry

, authors interview w/EU

hastened, civil society is weak and/or unused to

Commission, Hanoi, November

and No-

voicing sensitive rights, the rights and practices

vember

of the most vulnerable groups such as indige-

in many states. However, because of the political

nous or other minorities which are already mar-

and organisational structure in Vietnam, which is

ginalised for political reasons are sensitive is-

based on the socialist Constitution and ideology,

sues, and where considerable economic interests

local communities are not organised in civil so-

such as access to major markets in competition

ciety organisations as in many other developing

with other countries are at stake. “ll of those is-

states, such as several “frican timber-producing

sues apply to the situation in Vietnam.

states. Most formal organisations are state spon-

. This may be correct and feasible

The consensus building process is consid-

sored mass organizations or tenuously linked to

ered by the EU Commission to be an important

the state. Determining how independent or not

step in involving civil society and other stake-

they are of the state

holders in the process. Part of the intended objec-

ernment or non-government

tive is to allow civil society to voice their concerns

large proportion of groups calling themselves

with the aim of the government considering

NGOs are linked to the state Kerkvliet & Heng

those in the legality scheme. From that perspective, the consensus building process may indeed

whether they are govis diicult. “

.
In fact, the civil society network formed by

have an empowering efect for civil society and

the Government in

for the purpose of the

non-governmental forestry actors and in a wider

development of the legality deinition is com-

sense lead to a sense of political empowerment

prised of mainly governmental organisations,

and use of formal political rights. The Commis-

research institutions which are also part of the
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government and other governmental civil so-

the EU market through a VP“. “lso the potential

ciety groups. “lthough some members of the

to reduce occupational hazards in an industry

civil society network are providing information

prone to signiicant injuries is limited.

on the situation of local communities and groups
. Implications of FLEGT for FSC and hu-

living in the mountainous regions, the overall
governmental make-up of the organisations and

man rights in sustainable forestry

the network limits the input of local insight as

“s noted the legality deinition in the Timber

well as the building up of local participatory ca-

Regulation in relation to due diligence and the

pacity to engage with governments. “rguably,

Commission guidance for the legality deinition

this demonstrates that building up such capac-

development do not list working conditions such

ity and ensuring local insight into governmental

as working hours, payment, and occupational

planning processes entails more than formal in-

health and safety. “ll of these are regulated by

stitution of such institutional networks. In other

ILO conventions and are therefore encompassed

words, the civil society structure found within

under FSC principle No.

the boundaries of the EU cannot be expected to

rights in compliance with International Labour

function in a similar way and with similar speed

Organisation ILO conventions . Nor is it re-

elsewhere, nor for that very reason to suiciently

quired that indigenous peoples rights, such as

ensure the consideration of social sustainability

rights regulated under ILO Convention

concerns at risk.

met under national law. This issue too is encom-

respect of worker s

, are

The EU s assumption that a nationally

passed under FSC Principle No. . Forest work-

owned process will provide for beter results

ers and local communities may be indigenous

for the partner country and its population than

groups enjoying rights according to Convention

detailed requirements issued by the EU is a valid

No.

one. Vietnam has a history of deciding its own

only a limited number of states.8 “s indigenous

development path based on information and ex-

people, however, exist in many more states, in-

perience from other states ”uhmann

. Yet

cluding in particular several tropical timber pro-

even though it is based in an intention to promote

ducing states and as, moreover, indigenous peo-

public participation in public decision-making in

ple in these states often live in and of the forest

forest governance, the FLEGT approach to stake-

and/or work in forestry industries, ILO conven-

holder participation in the development of the

tion No.

legality deinition in the particular Vietnamese

“s noted, the government of Vietnam considers

context may mean that the interests and partici-

minority groups living in the forested mountain

pation of local groups is decreased rather than

areas to be ethnic but not indigenous. Vietnam

increased.

has not ratiied or signed Convention No.

. This convention has been ratiied by

has high relevance for these people.

.

The risk of insuicient insight being pro-

“s indicated in section , human rights rel-

vided for the legality deinition is exacerbated

evant aspects feature more prominently in FSC

by a re-centralisation of forest governance based

than in FLEGT. This applies both with regard to

on economic considerations of securing access to

the communities living in or of the forest, and

List of members of Vietnam s civil society network for
FLEGT, obtained through author s correspondence with
the Centre for Sustainable Rural Development in Hanoi,
which is the lead organisation of the network.

states as of
October
List of ratifications of International Labour Conventions, http //
we b f u s i o n . i l o . o r g / p u b l i c / a p p l i s / a p p l - b y c o n v .
cfm?conv=C &hdrof= &lang=EN
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those individuals that gain their living from the

sion of social sustainability considerations. How-

forest industry. FSC s website introduction to the

ever, the opposite may also be true, with FSC

Principles states that [m]any of the points …

perceived to be too demanding compared to the

appear almost basic

Timber Regulation s requirements.

but in many places even

these basic requirements are not fulilled. This

If a VP“ does materialise, the practical con-

is where FSC can have the biggest positive im-

sequences may be that it will be simpler and less

pact

FSC homepage . From the human rights

expensive for the forest industry to comply with

perspective, this is also where the FLEGT scheme

the legality requirement related to the FLEGT

and approach arguably may not only present a

licence rather than to apply the more complex

missed opportunity to promote human rights

and demanding FSC criteria. Consumers choice

but may present a risk of driving out human

through labelling may preserve a certain market

rights relevant aspects of the forestry legality and

for FSC certiied wood, but timber buyers who

governance process, as indicated in the preced-

consider price rather than sustainability such as

ing sub-section.

many consumers as well as institutional buyers,

Through the recognition of due diligence

large-scale building projects, and even public au-

systems ofered by monitoring organisations

thorities will create a market for the less expen-

the Timber Regulation allows importers to ap-

sive timber. In a situation when customers are

ply third party schemes that include veriica-

certain that the timber will be legal, less atention

tion of compliance with applicable legislation.

may be directed to the diference between legal-

However, a certiication system does not by itself

ity and sustainability, especially among custom-

guarantee that compliance with the Timber Reg-

ers without in-depth knowledge of the issue.

ulation is ensured. FSC claims to intend to adapt

“gain, Vietnam ofers a case at point. FSC

its system to deliver legality veriication in ac-

has been employed since the mid-to-late

cordance with the Timber Regulation s require-

by companies exporting from Vietnam to mar-

ments FSC

. “t the time of

kets in Europe, the US, “ustralia and elsewhere.

writing, FSC certiication does not conform to the

FSC is employed as a certiication scheme by a

Regulation s legality veriication requirements

number of Vietnamese companies in the tim-

NepCon

, NepCon

.

This fundamental diference between FSC s

s

ber processing industry as well as by foreign or
joint Vietnamese-foreign companies. Over

structure and practice and the requirements of

Vietnam-based companies hold FSC Chain of

the Timber Regulation presents both an oppor-

Custody certiicates, allowing them to import,

tunity for FSC to grow and a risk that FSC may

process, and sell FSC-certiied timber produced

be pushed out of the market for forestry sustain-

elsewhere. In

ability schemes in states that enter into VP“s

tion found great potential for FSC certiication,

with the EU. The Commission recognises that

as Vietnam s forest strategy aims to certify

FSC may adopt its procedures to conform to the

cent of the country s .

Regulation s requirements. FSC s introduction

duction forests in the next decade WWF

of legality veriication may improve the atrac-

In recognition of the legality and sustainability

tion of FSC as a forest sustainability scheme to

problems that the forestry sector encounters,

be applied to timber to be sold to the EU. In that

some local governments in timber producing

case, the FLEGT scheme may lead to increased

provinces had begun to look at obtaining FSC

application of FSC and by implication of inclu-

certiication for FSEs. For example, in

the World Wildlife Foundaper

million hectares of pro.

con-
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comitantly with the central government s initial

man rights of such groups. “lthough improve-

VP“ steps, without knowledge of that process a

ments have been reported in later years the hu-

state forest enterprise in Lao Cai province was in

man rights situation of minorities in Vietnam,

the process of adapting its procedures towards

including the large proportion of ethnic groups

obtaining FSC certiication. Field interviews

living in mountainous forest areas, is recognised

conducted by the authors in November

at

by various sources to be problematic. Reported-

the provincial level forestry department and at

ly, a number of recent conlicts between authori-

the oice of a local state forest enterprise head-

ties and ethnic minorities involve land, includ-

quarters showed that the local government and

ing compensation for land allocated to establish

the company s management had not received

plantations in mountainous areas State Depart-

information on the Government of Vietnam s

ment

, Human Rights Watch

.

negotiations towards a FLEGT VP“, nor were

“lthough “frican VP“s so far have tended

they aware of the impact that Vietnam s enter-

to include labour rights and some other social

ing a FLEGT VP“ might have on the application

issues, there is no certainty that other states will

of FSC for products intended for the EU market.

do the same. This may be particularly the case

FSC had been seen by the local government and

in states where occupational health and safety

the state forest enterprise to be a demanding and

is weakly protected or enforced, sometimes be-

complex system but still an option to cater for a

cause investing in protective equipment and safe

sustainability concerned market. “t the time of

practices is downplayed in favour of low pro-

writing, the legality requirements that may be

duction costs that may serve as a competition pa-

established for the VP“ look to be less demand-

rameter. It may also be the case in states where

ing and complex and the cause for applying FSC

indigenous peoples and their sustenance are

for the purpose of market access may be reduced.

politically sensitive issues, such as is the case in

To the extent that application of FLEGT licensing

Vietnam Human Rights Watch

is favoured by tropical timber producing coun-

cations are at the time of writing that the govern-

tries, many of which sell timber for processing in

ment of Vietnam is intent on reaching agreement

Vietnam, the atraction for private or state owned

to enter into a VP“ as soon as possible, with the

forest or plantation managers to apply FSC may

original aim for inalising negotiations in early

also come to be reduced.

now postponed to September

,

. Indi-

. “ large

The FLEGT scheme s legality focus may

number of jobs in the timber processing industry

strengthen human rights, including forestry

depend on Vietnamese timber products access

relevant labour rights and indigenous people s

to the EU market after the legality requirement

rights, in states that choose to include those in

of the Timber Regulation takes efect in March

their legality deinition. However, there is a risk

. “ccording to some sources with whom the

that in some states, the legality deinition will be

authors talked in late

, negotiators prefer a

limited to strictly environmental and economic

legality deinition that covers the minimum for a

governance aspects without regard for human

VP“. Some research members of the civil society

rights. That risk may be particularly acute in

network have been drawing atention to other

states with limited legal protection of human

issues that require atention for longer term en-

rights of particular relevance to forestry commu-

vironmental and social sustainability, including

nities, including those states that are not parties

overlaps or inconsistencies between land and

to international conventions protecting the hu-

forestry legislation and a requirement that for-
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est be managed so as to prevent looding and

tainable social development of many communi-

drought.

ties living in forests or of forest products. EU s

While Vietnam s national labour legislation

FLEGT scheme, however, is weak in relation to

contains relatively detailed regulation of work-

social sustainability. “s this article has shown,

ing conditions, implementation and enforce-

legality cannot be assumed to equal nor neces-

ment is reported to be inadequate. Occupational

sarily lead to sustainable forestry exploitation

injuries are a problem, with many incidents

or sustainable social or environmental develop-

caused by machinery. Working conditions are

ment linked to forestry. Unfortunately, law may

particularly harsh and hazardous in small and

not only be employed to promote sustainable

medium-sized enterprises, with many not con-

practices but also to suppress them. Increased

forming to governmental regulations on occupa-

international competition among timber grow-

tional health and safety State Department

.

ing or processing states to supply to markets that

In the forestry and timber industries as in other

require legality based on national law may lead

sectors, the right to form and join independent

to lowering the bar rather than raising it. Leav-

trade unions is limited as every union must be

ing the deinition of legality to exporting VP“

ailiated with the country s only trade union, the

states respects the sovereignty of those states but

Vietnam General Confederation of Labour. Thus,

holds no guarantee that forestry related rights

in this respect too, FSC goes further than FLEGT.

or customs of indigenous peoples or local com-

It appears a missed opportunity for strength-

munities are considered, nor that working condi-

ening forestry related human rights through the

tions as set out in international human rights and

intermediate impact of the due diligence re-

labour law are protected. The lack of protection

quirement on sourcing countries that the Timber

of these rights and interests may compromise

Regulation refers to regulations as well as the

social development and lead to or even institu-

implementation … of relevant international

tionalise unsustainable practices. The omission

conventions to which that country is a party

of reference to forestry related working condi-

EU

, preambular para.

without speci-

tions is unfortunate because as production price

fying that international conventions targeting

is a common export parameter, timber produc-

other issues than environment etc. should also be

ing states may be tempted to set the bar low in

considered for the purpose of legality. The pre-

terms of elements of the production process that

amble refers to CITES and the protection of lora

are costly in order for their exported products

and fauna. ”ecause of that and general emphasis

to be competitive. With a variety of buyers of

of the Regulation on environment and climate

tropical timber, many of which are institutional

change prevention, human rights relevant con-

and/or consider price as a key parameter, sus-

ventions and national law may be overlooked as

tainability concerned consumers willing to pay a

relevant for sustainability purposes.

premium price for FSC certiied timber may not

. Conclusion

be suicient to ensure broad application of FSC
or other broad sustainability schemes to make

The FLEGT scheme seeks to achieve commend-

up for the limited social sustainability coverage

able objectives. Environmental sustainability and

of the FLEGT scheme.

climate change mitigation are closely linked to

The non-linkage between the FLEGT scheme

well-managed forestry. Well-managed forestry

including the Regulations and CSR may be due

is also a precondition for the survival and sus-

to the fact that until the EU s September
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Communication on CSR the EU had somewhat

evance and appropriateness of national and sub-

locked itself into an application of CSR terminol-

national regulatory schemes, their enforcement

ogy only to action not resulting from legal re-

and implementation. The Vietnam case study

quirements. The disconnect between CSR and a

indicates that when public hard law legal-

law-based regulatory approach may have caused

ity and private soft law voluntary adherence

a gap between proclaimed sustainability aims

to criteria beyond what is required by national

and the degree to which these are addressed

applicable law or contractual obligations meet,

through the Regulations. “rguably, considering

the result may be fragmentation, leading to in-

the broad sustainability concern that character-

sulation of certain objectives to the detriment of

ises much CSR literature and policies, including

others. It also demonstrates that the process for

in fact in the EU s own deinition even prior to

integration of stakeholder interests, such as hu-

the

deinition, could have lent the FLEGT

man rights and working condition concerns in

scheme more emphasis on social issues. CSR

the legality deinition for VP“s, is vulnerable to

is also informed by civil society organisations.

political, legal and organisational contexts that

Relating the FLEGT scheme with CSR could

difer from that of a vibrant and free civil soci-

not only have meant more emphasis on social

ety. In the case of the meeting between FLEGT

sustainability and human rights responsibilities

and FSC, FSC and therefore the social sustain-

of governments as well as businesses in that re-

ability concerns of FSC currently may stand to

spect. It might also have meant an opportunity

lose out, simply because FLEGT and the Timber

for a much broader basis for such organisations

Regulation require veriication that many pri-

both in EU and timber exporting states to con-

vate sustainability schemes do not yet deliver.

tribute insight and expectations on sustainable

“s a result, the human rights elements that FSC

development in the forestry sector, relating both

integrates in its conception of sustainable forest-

to established legal rights and informal rights

ry may stand to become disregarded in favour of

such as customary usage rights and indigenous

the more limited and less detailed requirements

practices whose preservation comes under inter-

under the Timber Regulation, which address

national human rights law that may neverthe-

mainly established harvest and tenure rights

less be part of social expectations of companies.

and environmental issues directly related to for-

“pplying law to strengthen sustainable forestry

est harvesting.

on such an informed background could have

Public participation clearly has potential to

been a more forceful strategy towards both en-

contribute to the improvement of governance

vironmental and social sustainability to set the

and recognition of and the efective access to hu-

bar high.

man rights related to forestry, tenure, use and

Fighting corruption is a main objective of

working conditions. Even so, the potential hu-

FLEGT both in terms of legality and forestry

man rights impact in a sustainability context may

governance. Dealing with corruption, however,

be limited because the FLEGT scheme focuses

is not the only factor essential to promoting bet-

on the process as a consensus building process

ter forest governance. Good forest governance

rather than the substantive human rights which

also depends on involvement of afected stake-

are often at risk in the context of forestry. “fri-

holders, in particular local people whose lives

can VP“s already developed indicate that there

are contingent on forests, the preservation and

may be options to integrate considerations of

respect for local forestry practices, and the rel-

human rights aspects more directly into legality

Karin Buhmann and Iben Nathan: Plentiful forests, happy people? The EU’s FLEGT approach
and its impact on human rights and private forestry sustainability schemes

deinitions for the purpose of a FLEGT VP“ and

requirement without losing focus on social sus-

license. Nevertheless, although FLEGT has as its

tainability, the longer term outcome could be a

overall objective to promote sustainability, the

happy marriage of legality and the environmen-

FLEGT scheme s general legality understanding

tal focus of the FLEGT scheme with the broader

is limited as regards sustainable social develop-

sustainability focus of private schemes to the

ment. “s the same goes for the legality deini-

combined beneit of sustainable environmental

tion established by the Timber Regulation for the

management and human rights in tropical tim-

purpose of due diligence, the likelihood that the

ber producing countries.

actions and information required by importers

Given that Vietnam s VP“ negotiation pro-

due diligence may lead the timber sector to ad-

cess is still on-going at the time of writing, the

dress social sustainability in exporting states is

outcome in terms of the legality deinition is not

also limited. The problem is particularly acute

known. “ VP“ will be signiicant for Vietnam s

and appears a missed opportunity for address-

access to the EU timber market from

ing conditions in states where human rights pro-

in force, it may also lead to reduced application

tection, respect and fulillment is not fully guar-

of FSC and therefore reduced emphasis on social

anteed in existing national law. It is further exac-

sustainability in forestry. From the current per-

erbated when such rights, as is the case in Viet-

spective based on the Vietnam case study, the

nam and some other states that produce tropical

FLEGT scheme appears a missed opportunity to

timber, are politically sensitive and sometimes

address human rights related to forestry usage,

openly contested between the government and

harvest and timber processing through the com-

stakeholders.

bined force of law and the market on which the

“s long as private schemes like FSC do not
ofer legality veriication which conforms to the

. When

scheme builds.

Timber Regulation requirements, application
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